distinctly to the moment when Mr. George Riddell (now Lord Riddell), an industrious lawyer, began to take an interest in it.' 6 Drastic overnight refashioning is fairly rare in newspaper history, not least because of the risk in alienating existing readers, and the press is overall a conservative industry. The necessary changes did not occur all at once, in 1891; it took about 18 months for the paper to transform itself visually, and it was not until 1897 that shareholders began to receive dividends consistently.
7
There was an incremental set of new elements, and the paper was refashioned rather than relaunched. There was, for example, surprisingly little fanfare in the wake of new ownership in mid-May 1891 -no acknowledgment within its pages, no announcement or address to readers as frequently appears in the weekly and monthly periodical press, no mention of new editorship or ownership in either the 'Newspaper Happenings' section of Sell ' s Dictionary of the World Press or the other press directories. The only mention that we have found in contemporary journalism was published in a trade paper, the Journalist , which records that, 'the News of the World has been purchased by a small syndicate, at the head of which is Mr. Lascelles Carr, the managing partner of the Cardiff-based Western Daily Mail . One of this gentleman's nephews, Mr. Emsley Carr, has been chosen as sub-editor'.
8
What occurs in 1891 with the new syndicate is the beginning of a process of redesign, an initial tidying up of the format and a nod towards the more significant developments that would occur over the next few years. As we have seen, the NOTW was never an inert paper and its history, like that of virtually all longstanding papers, is one that includes significant phases of change in the nineteenth century: the 1861 decision to remain at 2 d ., the 1880 decision to move to one penny, the 1881 decision to introduce fiction and the change of direction after 1891 are components of a longstanding history of survival through adjustments to changes in law, technology, markets, and the press. It is also worth pausing over the nature of Riddell's precise contribution. Blumenfeld suggests that Riddell's particular skill was in 'perfecting the machine, looking after the distribution of the paper, tightening up, expanding, applying methods akin to those of Big Business'. 9 Riddell's obituary in The Times precisely remarks on this business savvy: 'The extraordinary progress of Sunday newspapers generally is largely due to the method of distribution through direct agents which he initiated, and which was copied by other Sunday papers'.
10 As Bainbridge and Stockdill recount, Riddell set about attempting to break the ancient puritan grip on Sundays. He sought to make his newspapers more widely available by initiating a method of selling the paper through direct agents, augmenting those few in the trade who already handled Sunday newspapers. This required a totally new and efficient organization through which the
